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HOHENLIMBURG.   "It was arson. And that on the ground floor of the house. "That's what the experts

say about seven weeks a�er the fire on the Haardtstraße.

The fire that raged in the early morning of December 27, 2018 on Haardtstraße in the
Obernahmer, thereby completely destroyed an apartment building and made Damaris Sieber-
Scheene and her four children homeless , has been deliberately laid. The external experts, who
are investigating the cause of the fire for Kripo Hagen, are meanwhile assuming that.

That informed the Kripo Hagen yesterday on request of this newspaper. However, these
investigations, according to the press office, have shown that the origin of the major fire was not
in or on the red Renault Kangoo.

Car has nothing to do with fire

The forces had initially run out on the day of the
fire. "The car has nothing to do with the fire. The
fire probably originated on the ground floor of

GREAT FIRE ON THE HAARDTSTRASSE

Kripo Hagen: "It was arson on the ground floor"

A huge fire destroyed on December 27, 2018, a multi-family house on the Haardtstraße. Now the
detective says: "It was arson on the ground floor of the house."
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the house. This was used as a cellar, "said the
police. Damaris Sieber-Scheene lived with her
children in parts of the upper floor of the house.

Still, the investigations of the experts are not
completed. "Therefore, the case has not yet been

submitted to the prosecutor Hagen."

Kripo keeps asking Hinwise
For technical reasons, Kripo Hagen does not wish to comment on the further state of affairs and
the content of the report.

Nevertheless, the police asks again for more information: Who observed something suspicious in
the night of December 27 or in the early morning in the vicinity of the apartment building on
Haardtstraße? The Kripo Hagen advises you to call +49 (0) 2331 / 986-2066.

Found a new apartment
Damaris Sieber-Scheene has meanwhile found a new apartment on the Hobräcker Weg with her
children . Thanks to the support of the association "Hohenlimburg helps".

New apartment for the
burnt victims of the
Haardtstraße
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